**VIEW, DO AND READ**

**VIEW**

**CYBERCHASE** is the award-winning math-based TV series that features a team of curious kids who use problem-solving to outwit and outsmart the bad guys in their quest to save Cyberspace. VIEW with your child the all-new two-part episode "The Snelfu Snafu" and then help them become smart CyberSpenders as you DO with them the activity below.

**CYBERCHASE**

Check your local PBS listings.

- "The Snelfu Snafu — Part 1"
  The CyberSquad mobilizes to beat Hacker’s auction bid for the encryptor chip—but things don’t turn out as they expect, leading to the most exciting cyber-cliffhanger ever!

- "The Snelfu Snafu — Part 2"
  The future of the virtual universe hangs in the balance as Digit and the kids face the ultimate challenge—getting control of Cyberspace back from Hacker. A nail-biting conclusion to CYBERCHASE’s first two-parter!

**READ**

**ALEXANDER, WHO USED TO BE RICH LAST SUNDAY**

By Judith Viorst (Simon & Schuster, 1978)

Last Sunday, Alexander’s grandparents gave him a whole dollar—and, boy, did he feel rich! Dreaming of buying a walkie talkie one day, Alexander discovers that saving money is hard work. Before he knows it, Alexander’s dollar is gone, and the reader gets a funny account of where the money went.

**MAKE A SAVINGS DIARY**

In "The Snelfu Snafu" the CyberSquad learns that a little money saved over time adds up to a lot. Here’s how you can make your very own savings diary to keep track of how your money adds up.

**HOW TO MAKE THE DIARY**

1. Start with a piece of 8½" x 11" paper.
2. Fold in half.
3. Fold in half again.
4. Unfold.
5. Fold in half the other way.
6. Unfold again.
7. Fold in half as in Step 2. Cut as shown.
8. Open. Fold as in Step 5 so it looks like this:
   - Hold each end and...
   - Hold cutting here
9. Push ends together to make your book!

**HOW TO MAKE YOUR SAVINGS PLAN**

- **SET A SAVINGS GOAL:** I want to save $______ for ______ by ______.
- **PICTURE IT.** Draw or paste a picture of your goal in your diary.
- **KEEP A RECORD.** Each time you save money, write the date, where the money came from and the amount. Keep track of your total saved and how much you still need.

**WAIT, THERE’S MORE!**

Kids join the CyberSquad and use their money smarts to defeat Hacker in the web adventure game: **CYBERCHASE: The Quest** (pbskids.org/cyberchase)
How to Make the Savings Diary

1. Print out the Savings Diary page.

2. Fold in half.

3. Fold in half again lengthwise. Crease well.

4. Unfold once as shown. Cut along dashed line towards the center until you reach the dot.

5. Open. Fold in half lengthwise as shown. Crease well. Hold each end and...

6. Push ends together and fold over as shown to make your book!